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Presenter:  
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 Judith Shenouda is the owner of Shenouda Associates, a tech-writing 
and editing company that has operated in Rochester, NY for 25+ years. 
She recently put her experience in the workplace into authoring and 
self-publishing a book, Career Success in 12 Easy Steps | A Journal.  

 

 Judith E. Shenouda (www.easescommunication.com) 
is a small business owner, author, and self-publisher  
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The book—what, why, 
when, and how 

• 2004 − 2009 Toastmasters 
• 2008 − Book proposal 
• 2010 − SCORE; write 
• 2011 − Publish 
• 2012 − NYSSA; Thinking Forward troupe 
• Ongoing − Promote; present 
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Yes, I can. So can you! 
• January 30, 2013, Webinar, Career Success in 12 Easy Steps—Wake Up to Your Dreams, Society 

for Technical Communication (STC).  
• March 6, 2013, Webinar, Career Success in 12 Easy Steps—Build on Your Successes, Society for 

Technical Communication (STC). If taking this month’s step toward your career success is of interest, 
consider this webinar series.  

• March 21, 2013, Presentation on Own Your Competencies—Communicate Your Value at Thinking 
Forward: Adapt to a Changing Workplace event in Lancaster, NY.  

• March 22, 2013, Presentation on Own Your Competencies—Communicate Your Value at Spectrum 
2013 Conference in Rochester, NY. 

• June 12, 2013, Webinar, Patterns for Organizing Content—Many More than A to Z, Society for 
Technical Communication (STC).  

• June 20, 2013, Presentation on Accentuate the Positive at Thinking Forward Transform Your 
Community for Good event in Rochester, NY.  

• July 30, 2013, Webinar, Upside Down, Inside Out, and Other Acrobatics for Organizing Your Content, 
Society for Technical Communication (STC).  

• September 19, 2013, Presentation on Transform Your Work and Life in 12 Easy Steps—Start Now!, 
sponsored by the Society for Technical Communication (STC) Washington DC/Baltimore chapter.  

• November 14, 2013, Save the date for our Thinking Forward event in Syracuse, NY. 
• November 15, 2013, Book signing at Local Author Showcase, Barnes & Noble. Webster, NY, 7-9 p.m. 
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12 Steps 
1  Wake Up to Your Dreams 
2  Build on Your Successes 
3  Own Your Competencies 
4  Know What Emanates 

from You 
5  Discover What is 

Relevant for You and  
Do It 

6  Draw from the Breadth 
and Depth of Your 
Experiences 

7  Engage, Involve, 
Manage, Lead, and 
Guide 

8  Demystify and Simplify 
the Complex 

9  Discard Anxiety and 
Embrace Confidence 

10 Keep Your Reservoir Full 
11  Bestow Unto Others 
12  And Also Receive 
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Journaling 
 “Writing works hard on your beliefs, thoughts and eventually 

actions (and then reality!). More than what you see or say, what 
you write down has the ability to change the neuropathways of 
your brain and ultimately the way you think...” 

 Source: http://www.peoplewithpurposeblog.com/purpose/join-us-this-wed-52-
write-your-own-success-story-with-judy-shenouda/ 

 

 “Guided journaling offers a way to reflect, gain clarity, discover 
your right livelihood, create a plan, and take actions. 
Remembering and owning past successes builds confidence, 
motivation, and energy, fueling new dreams that propel you 
forward.”  

 Source: http://judithshenouda.wordpress.com/2012/05/09/pour-patterns-thoughts-
connections-and-ideas-onto-paper/ 
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Self-assessment  
and self-discovery 

 “Signs of innate talents and aptitudes become apparent, evolve, and are always there. Many 
options exist for ways to use these talents and aptitudes…We learn what we need to know to 
succeed at our work. From novice to competent worker to specialist to expert, we evolve. 
Sparks emerge. Energy ignites. Motivation is present. Inspiration appears. Something happens 
unexpectedly. We like what we are doing. We are good at it. Others notice. We notice.”  
Source: Shenouda booknotes 

 

 “See yourself as a whole person, a human being who is capable, qualified, and well-equipped 
to do the task! …Do not become an obstacle to your success. See yourself as you are and 
could yet become. See your competencies, strengths, achievements, and potential. Find 
opportunities—flawed and imperfect as you are—to grow and thrive.”  

 Source: Adapted from http://judithshenouda.wordpress.com/2012/06/26/give-away-that-which-you-hope-to-receive/  
 

 “By encouraging participants to journal their thoughts about and responses to critical career 
questions and by providing guidance and feedback, participants build their confidence and self-
esteem, allowing brilliant career advice to stem from the person who is most knowledgeable 
about one’s talents, capabilities and interests—you! 

 Source: http://notebook.stc.org/upcoming-webinar-on-30-january-career-success-in-12-easy-steps-wake-up-to-your-
dreams/#more-8659 
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1 Wake up to your dreams 
 “Even if you are blocked or stuck, usually with the right questions, you 

can tap some of your dreams and visions. Rather than attaching you 
to where you have always been, such as the black and white (and 
sometimes limiting) aspects of your work or life history that shows up 
on a resume, writing about your dreams is a fruitful and fertile place to 
begin.”  
Source: http://www.peoplewithpurposeblog.com/purpose/join-us-this-wed-52-write-your-own-success-story-with-judy-
shenouda/ 
 

 “Earlier dreams have crystallized. We have already succeeded in 
fulfilling some of our dreams—at least partially. Dreams change and 
evolve. Our new dream may not be new at all. It may simply be a 
variation on a theme. We can own the dream—and then take action.” 
Source: Shenouda booknotes 
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2 Build on your successes 
What is success? 
• Accomplishment, achievement, acquirement, or 

attainment of an aim, goal, or purpose 
• A coup or triumph 
• Scope that is specific and restricted or expansive 

and encompassing 
• Favorable outcomes 
• Meaningful results—fame, fortune, health, joy, 

fulfillment, happiness, and  
• Whatever you determine it is for you! 
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2 Build on your successes 
  Are you happy? 
 “Success in business and in life means different things to 

different people. …Whether or not you are successful 
depends on how you define success, and on the tradeoffs 
you are willing to not just accept but embrace as you pursue 
that definition of success. We can have a lot but we can't 
have everything. …To a small business owner, to an 
employee—to anyone—there is only one way to determine 
success. The answer lies in answering one question: How 
happy am I? That’s it. How successful you are is based solely 
on the answer to that question.” 

 Source: http://www.inc.com/jeff-haden/the-only-definition-of-success-that-matters.html 
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2 Have what it takes—
personal qualities 

Personal qualities to be more effective at work and in life 
• Willingness and ability to learn 
• Interpersonal communication skills 
• Teamwork and collaboration 
• Integrity 
• Dependability and initiative 
• Problem-solving and decision-making 
• Creativity and innovation 
• Personal leadership 
• … 
Source: http://www.rochesterworks.org/js_careerplanning_insights_personal.aspx 
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2 Have what it takes—learn 
from the successful 

Here’s what successful people do differently 
• Get specific 
• Seize the moment to act on goals 
• Know exactly how far to go 
• Be a realistic optimist 
• Focus on getting better, rather than being good 
• Have grit 
• Build willpower muscle 
• Don't tempt fate 
• Focus on what to do, not what not to do 
Source: http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2011/02/nine_things_successful_people.html 
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2 Success and failure— 
two sides of the coin 

 “We fall forward to succeed.” Mary Kay Ash 

 “A successful person is one who can lay a firm foundation with 
the bricks that others throw at him.” David Brinkley 

 “One must be a god to be able to tell successes from failures 
without making a mistake.” Anton Chekhov 

 “Finish each day and be done with it. You have done what you 
could. …Tomorrow is a new day; begin it well and serenely and 
with too high a spirit to be encumbered with your old nonsense.” 
Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 “I didn’t fail the test; I just found 100 ways to do it wrong.” 
Benjamin Franklin 
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2 Proof positive 
• Look at the fullness of your life 
• Look at your life roles 
• Look at your family, friends, colleagues—the 

many people in your life 
• Look at all your creations—those made with your 

hands and heart; your mind, body, and spirit 
• Look at your contributions—small and large; 

tangible and intangible 
• Look around, look outside, look within 
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2 Self-esteem 
• You are whole. You exude self-confidence, self-acceptance, and self-respect and 

you are able to take care of yourself emotionally, physically, mentally, and 
spiritually. 

• You know how to show gratefulness. You recognize your strengths and know how 
to use your weaknesses. You are able focus on what matters most. You are able to 
accept criticism and compliments graciously. You are confident enough to 
compliment others. You recognize their worth and express appreciation. 

• You are competitive. You crave to be better and are eager to take on continuous 
self-improvement strategies to better yourself. You are able to learn from your 
mistakes. You move forward. 

• You are able to stand aside and view people in their own comfortable niches. You 
honor and accept the fact that people are different from each other and that their 
needs will be different as well. 

• You feel very comfortable in social conditions. You can deal with a crowd or occupy 
a spot under the limelight. You are deserving of praise and know how to shine. 

Source: http://www.personalsuccessdigest.com/5-indicators-of-high-self-esteem 
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2 Build on your successes 
—key points 

• Figure out the mysteries related to the world of work, which are not really all 
that mysterious.  

• Build feelings of self-worth, self-esteem, competence, and confidence.  
• Use these feelings to have the energy, motivation, and commitment to move 

forward, create new opportunities, remove obstacles, close gaps, and get your 
ticket (degree, certification, referral, etc.) to success. 

• Remember, reflect, and own how you arrived from there to here.  
Use this information to move from here to there. 

• Take steps, making the process of transitioning from here to there 
manageable and do-able. Success comes in increments, in making progress, 
sometimes in small ways. 

• Deal with big issues in a subtle way (time management, risk management, 
marketing materials, and strategies are woven into the fictional accounts and 
activities). 
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3 Identify your strengths 
• Excellent oral and written communication skills 
• Expert user of authoring, publishing, graphics, layout, and 

content management tools 
• Skilled in transferring technical content into readable, 

usable documents for diverse audiences 
• Ability to partner with subject matter experts, illustrators, 

trainers, and others 
• A quick study who can easily learn diverse subject matter 
• Management of complex projects with minimal supervision 

 

Source: Tech writer’s resume 
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3 Identify your uniqueness 
• You are so much more than your skills 
• You are unique 
• There are ways in which you cannot be replaced 
• Consider this scenario… 
• Know where you really shine 

– You know more about a subject, can perform a task, 
or have a skill that sets you apart 

– You are the greatest! 
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4: Know what emanates 
from you 

 What quote describes your philosophy of life? 
• “Hands that serve are holier than lips that pray.” - Sai Baba of Shirdi  

• “Toil and risk are the price of glory, but it is a lovely thing to live with 
courage and die leaving an everlasting fame.” - Alexander the Great 

• “We spend our years as a tale that is told.” - Psalm 90. 9 

• “I want to sing like the birds sing, not worrying about who hears or 
what they think.” - Mawlana Jalal-al-Din Rumi  

• “Nothing happens unless first a dream.” - Carl Sandburg  
• “Let us run with endurance the race that is set before us.” Hebrews 12:1 

 Are your dream work and philosophy congruent?  
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10 Become inspired 
 “Inspire or breathe in the thoughts concealed 

in the air element. Inspiration can never be 
programmed. You can prepare, making 
yourself ready to be inspired, yet it is 
spontaneous and unpredictable. It breaks 
the patterns of repetition and expectation. 
Inspiration is always a surprising visitor.”  

Source: O’Donohue, John. Anam Cara [soul friend]: A Book of Celtic Wisdom 
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10 Find your muse 
 “Mindful health is about the need to free 

ourselves from constricting mindsets and the 
limits they place on our health and well-being, 
and to appreciate the importance of becoming 
the guardians of our own health.” 

 

 “If I can make one dog yodel, then we can say 
that yodeling is possible in dogs.” 

 Source: http://www.ellenlanger.com/information/9/read-chapter-one-of-counterclockwise;  
Langer, Ellen. COUNTERCLOCKWISE: Mindful Health and the Power of Possibility 
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10 Have key words 
 Activity • Balance • Blessings • Body •  

Diet • Ease (not dis-ease) • Energy • 
Exercise • Fitness • Fullness • Growth • 
Healing • Health • Life • Mind • Mindfulness • 
Nutrition • Patience • Peace • Quiet • 
Recreation (re-creation) • Rejuvenation • 
Relaxation • Renewal • Riches • Soul •  
Spirit • Stillness • Wellness • Wholeness 
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• My next steps are...  
 
• Others who can help me are... 

What are your next steps? 
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I want to be happy 
But I won’t be happy 
Till I make you happy, too. 
Life’s really worth living 
When you are mirth giving 
Why can’t I give some to you? 
When skies are gray 
You say you are blue 
I’ll send the sun smiling through 
I want to be happy 
But I won’t be happy 
Till I make you happy, too. 

Gertrude Ellison at the piano with 
nephew, Syd Tenenbaum, and 
daughter, Judy Shenouda, 
singing along. 
 
Music by Vincent Youmans and 
lyrics by Irving Caesar for the 
1925 musical, No, No, Nanette. 
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Let’s stay in touch… 
Judith Shenouda on the Web: 
http://www.easescommunication.com 
http://www.facebook.com/JudithShenouda 
http://www.judithshenouda.wordpress.com 
http://www.linkedin.com/in/JudyShenouda 
http://notebook.stc.org/ (Look for my guest blogger posts) 

http://thinkingforward.us/judith-shenouda 
Contact: 
Shenouda@easescommunication.com 
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